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* Intec’s Best of Breed Real-Time Convergent Mediation Product, Inter-mediatE, is Selected for
Prestigious TeleStrategies Award

London – June 19, 2002 – Intec Telecom Systems, a leading worldwide operations support systems (OSS)
vendor for fixed, mobile, and IP/next-generation networks has received the prestigious TeleStrategies
2002 Mediation Excellence Award at a ceremony held at Billing World 2002. Intec competed against all
major industry vendors of mediation systems for this award, including Xacct, Narus and Ace-Comm. Intec
particularly highlighted the convergent capabilities of the product, and its diverse, global user base of
over 100 fixed, wireless, IP and 3G customers, in its award submission.

“This award endorses Inter-mediatE as the world’s outstanding convergent mediation system,” says
CEO Kevin Adams. “We have successfully combined the abilty to handle the traffic levels of the
world’s largest carriers with a truly convergent capability that can handle any kind of traffic, from
voice to complex next-generation services, in a single system.”

There are over 115 customers of Inter-mediatE using the product today. In the wireline market customers
include Verizon, BellSouth, Cable & Wireless, Telia, Telstra, and Optus; in the mobility market, US
Cellular, BellSouth (SA and ME), Cable & Wireless and Vodafone; and in the next-generation network
environment clients include Hutchison 3G, ITXC, C-beyond, and Hansenet.

Intec recently announced Version 4 of Inter-mediatE, which brings substantial new functionality targeted
on the high-volume, complex service requirements of next-generation networks and wireless operators,
including new Content and Roaming Managers. Inter-mediatE’s flexible, distributed architecture,
real-time capabilities and user configurability allow Intec’s customers to adapt mediation requirements
to their changing business plans with ease, reducing the cost of bringing new services to market.

Intec Telecom Systems

Intec Telecom Systems is a leading worldwide operations support systems (OSS) vendor for fixed, mobile
and IP/next generation networks, with a product portfolio that includes convergent mediation,
intercarrier billing, activation, and fraud management software. With more than 250 customers worldwide,
many of the world’s largest telecom operators including BellSouth, Verizon, Cable & Wireless, France
Telecom, Telstra and Vodafone – rely on Intec solutions for critical components of their revenue
generation chain. For more information on Intec (London Stock Exchange Code: ITL.L), visit
http://www.intec-telecom-systems.com
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